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The course trains highly qualified professionals specialized in the introduction and management of technological and digital innovations in the agricultural sector and in the mountain compartment.

After the first year with common teachings, the student will be able to choose between two curricula: Digital agriculture and Digital management of the mountain area.

Skills are provided in the implementation and use of information systems applied to mountain territory and agriculture management, in the application of sensors and related digital data management, in the application of precision farming techniques.

Prospective job opportunities are freelance, advanced technical consultancy for agriculture, forestry, tourism, and innovative start-ups.

The professional figure is demanded by companies operating in the following sectors: goods, innovative services, and software for agriculture, the territory, and the environment; precision agriculture and animal husbandry machines and equipment; scientific apparatus and equipment for environmental monitoring and management; tourism; energy production; environmental management and remediation; public entities; trade associations and environmental and tourist guides; research and development, schools and universities.
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